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Dear ABC  ji: 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be 

able to help you with your query. We have tried to 

address your query at priority along with BONUSEs 

to help you. 

 

 PART-1 BASIC PART of  Your 

Property/Assets & 

Legacy/Inheritance  Report: 
 

Your Query: 

“What about the ownership of my properties. 

In coming few years?” 

 

Your Birth details: 



 

Property /Assets and Legacy/Inheritance  

report-ADVANCED 

<br> 

email id  

xyz@gmail.com 

Month of birth 

3 

dob 

12 

year of birth 

1965 

time of birth 

10:5 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

xy 

last name 

z 

minutes of birth 

50 

hour of birth 

10 

place of birth 

Delhi 

State 

UP 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

How many Properties/Assets i will own in my life? 

Your Horoscope Details: 

mailto:xyz@gmail.com


 

 



 

 

 



 

What is the Role of Second House or bhava  and 

lord , Fourth House or bhava Lord, eighth 

House or bhava or Lord ,Ninth House or Bhava 

Lord & Eleventh House or Bhava Lord in 

Inheritance in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart)? 

 

 The Role of Your Second House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 The second house of the horoscope  deals with 

,wealth flows to the person and  yes  money. So 

given a  connection of the second bhava or 

second bhava lord(owner) with the fourth house 

of assets /or ninth house of luck and fortune or 

say karaka of the fourth bhava that is moon 

and also karaka for property mars(mangal), 

there could be wealth flows or say lands related 

returns or fathers and mothers money in some 

form to the person 

 

 The Role of Your Fourth  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 The fourth house or bhava  and 

d4(chaturthamsa divisional chart) directly deals 

with property and conveyances and  yes 

mother. So the 4th house or bhava is  one of the 



most important houses in inheritance and 

legacy. 

 

 A strong placement of 4th bhava lord promises 

good property and assets , and connection with 

the first bhava or your ascendant  suggest good 

property inheritance , a strong or good  

connection with moon the karaka for mother 

suggest gains from maternal side.  

 

 A strong connection with ninth bhav lord 

suggests gains from  father and inheritance. 

 

 To get more authentic information and better 

corroboration  of what we arrive on the basis of 

d1 chart, a proper study the d4(chaturthamsa) 

divisional chart is needed. That’s covered as an 

extension of this report. 

 

Your d4 divisional chart 



 
 The Role of Your Eighth House Lord(bhava) 

in Inheritance and property matters in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart): 

 

 The eighth house plays a significant  role-and as 

8 number is Saturn an8= land and money- it 

connects close to Saturn the lord of lands and 

also rahu= number 4,so 8 is a multiple of 2, as  

4 x 2 = 8= Saturn- just like Saturn behaviour 

and represents  land and look at the 4th house. 

 

 Unexpected Sudden gains and also  inheritance 

and yes longevity are connected to the eighth 

bhava or house. 

 

 



 The Role of Your Ninth  House Lord(bhava) 

in Inheritance and property matters in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart): 

 

 Your father is represented by ninth  house and 

yes the purva janma punya or  past life good 

karma, if there is gains from father(or even 

father figures) or conflict in property there is a 

connection of your 8th bhava lord with the 9th 

bhava lord. 

 

  The ninth house lord and fourth house lord 

combined  form a strong raja Yoga. 

 

 The Role of Your Eleventh  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 The eleventh bhava is the house of gains and 

also gains from friend and friendship , so any 

connection with the fourth ,eighth or ninth 

bhava means gains from all these  sources. 

 

 Eleventh house could means gain in some  form 

like getting a gifted car or house or gifted  

home if 11th bhava connects to the fourth bhava 

or say gift form father or past life good karma if 

connection with the ninth bhava or a gift of 

inheritance of connection with the eighth bhava 

or house is made. 

 

 



What is the Actual status of  Second House 

(bhava)  Lord , Fourth House (Bhava Lord), 

Eighth House (bhava) Lord ,Ninth House 

(Bhava) Lord & Eleventh House (Bhava ) Lord 

in Inheritance in your Horoscope or 

Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 

 The Actual Status of Your Second House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 The second bhava lord is exalted in the 6th 

bhava. Though a bit old and combust. 

 But still it would give you good money. 

 So as per Vedic astrology one could gain from 

enemies as well. But one has to take care of 

debt. 

 You could generally earn well throu8gh, rents, 

shares and interests. 

 If having elder  brothers gains through him. It 

could be cousins as well. But ensure any conflict 

does not come up as Jupiter is in the 6th bhava. 

 Sun/Venus, mercury the lord of 7th /4th and 5th is 

there. So one could gain in partnerships and 

from mother or maternal side despite conflicts. 

 From moon Jupiter is the lord of the second 

bhava in the ninth bhava, this could give fair 

enough status and wealth flows for proper 

assets in life. 

 Also note your destiny number = 9 = 9th sign is 

dhanu or Sagittarius the karaka for money. 

 



 The Actual Status of Your Fourth  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 The 4th bhava lord is Venus the planet of comfort 

and luxury it is combust and in 6th bhava in the 

sign of cancer, 

 So over all as Venus and moon go on well and 

Venus is karaka for  home/family and mother 

one could have a fair enough home or house. 

 You have to avoid anger and take care of lungs 

or common flu like problems. 

 So over all good for property and conveyances 

and gains from public activities. 

 So apart from a slight possibility of conflict in 

family Venus would give you a fair enough and 

distinct home or house as per your living 

standards. 

 As you are born on 2nd moon and Friday(number 

6th) so over all moon and Venus would suggest 

basic gains form mother and also good enough 

gains from mother and life partner possible. sun 

is the 7th lord 

 The Actual Status of Your Eighth House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 As 8th lord is in the  6th bhava, so two negatives 

combine and we get positive. This is raja yoga 

karaka and could lead to material affluence and 

also name and fame  for the individual. But as 

the 6th bhava is the house of diseases as well so 

one could suffer with diseases, loss of money, 



thefts and court matters  as the sixth bhava or 

house deals with the same. 

 In mercury periods Yoga so much 

recommended. 

 As 8th bhava lord is in 9th bhava from moon, one 

may have small or some issues of father’s 

property. There could also  be slight  mis 

understandings with life partner. Also you are 

august born number . 

 May cause tiffs with life partner. We just 

recommend do suryanamaskaras  to keep 

problems at bay. 

 

 

 The Actual Status of Your Ninth  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 As 9th lord is in 6th bhava, father needs care for 

chronic diseases or health problems. 

 As benefic in the 6th bhava, you may gain wealth 

by successful termination of father’s legal 

problems and also by compensation. 

 Venus is strong enough so in its dasa or bhukti 

fair enough property and conveyances is 

possible all over life. 

 Also venus is blessed by Jupiter and sun is close 

by. So yes basic gains form father is there. 

 Venus is also good for vehicles or cars etc. 

 The 9th lord moon is in scorpio in lagna so over 

all OK though weak- so over all gains from 



parental property possible. But health of father 
needs basic care.  

 

 The Actual Status of Your Eleventh  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 As 11th bhava lord Jupiter is in the 6th bhava, so 

you may gain from maternal relatives and also 

from litigations/conflicts  or hospitals or nursing 

homes. 

 

 As 11th lord  bhava Jupiter is afflicted and 

combust as well  in the 6th bhava, then you 

would  gain money by making people get into 

conflicts.  

 

 Jupiter here blesses your mercury and yes sun 

as well. So over all gains from life partner and 

also from stocks possible, especially I Jupiter 

dasa and bhuktis. 

 

 Venus aspect gives great blessings for vehicles 

and properties in dasa and bhukti periods. 

 

 One may get involved in other people’s activities 

and one should avoid anti social behavior or 

activities(just a word of caution). 

 

 Based on your moon rashi or sign Proper action 

would give you good fortune and money for 



sure. Gains from religious or dharma or 

astrology related work is indicated. 

  

Special  BONUS: 

 Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times 

possible 

 Maha mriyunjay japam would help you a lot. 

 

 

What is the Role of Mars & Saturn /Jupiter in 

Property and inheritance Matters in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli (Birth Chart)? 

  

 What is the Role of Mars  in Inheritance in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Mars is a hot planet and to do with lands . It is 

called as dharti putra and also is the karaka for 

the 3rd bhava of initiatives and brothers, so mars 

has a strong role to play for the land related 

matters. 

 

 A strong mars or mangal indicates gains from 

brother, siblings and also lands are possible if 

other indications are good. It is also for fixed 

assets like flats and buildings 

 

 What is the Role of Saturn in Inheritance in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Saturn or shani dev is again number 8= is 

karaka for eighth bhava and represent land and 

also property(inheritance) so a strong Saturn 

does contribute to the land and yes inheritance 

or sudden gains for the person. 



 

 What is the Role of Jupiter  in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 

 Jupiter is a benefic and a  planet of grace of 

GOD and guru and also karaka for 9th bhava or 

purva punya , that is father and past life karma, 

so a strong Jupiter would give good gain from 

father even if the lord of 9th bhava is weak to 

some extent. 

 

 Venus is for high status things and as we know 

it is  for luxury and conveyances. 

 

 

What is the Status of Mars & Saturn /Jupiter in 

Property and inheritance Matters in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

  

 What is the Status of Mars  in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Your mars are weak  in the 5th bhava in the d1 

chart. so over all after marriage child bearing  

for wife needs proper  care for the life partner. 

 It represents  fixed assets like built up 

properties 

 Mars is lord of 7th bhava and 12th bhava in 2nd 

bhava so one has to invest with basic care in the 

fixed assets properties as per the d4 chart. 

 Also gains form brothers and siblings may be 

less. 

 More action at your end may be needed for 

success. 



 Lands as such may not give great success 

though buying homes or flats could. 

 

 What is the Status of Saturn in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Saturn or shani is lord of your lagna and also 

12th bhava and is in the 7th bhava with rahu. 

 So as 7th bhava is Kendra bhava the basic gains 

is there- but the number 8  or to do with lands 

needs care. 

 Slight care in investments and partnerships is 

needed as rahu sits in the 7th  bhava close to 

Saturn. 

 From moon the Saturn is lord of 4rd and 4th and 

is in the 10th house with rahu. 

 So over all if rahu and Saturn combine well- it 

could give you good deals. But for sure you have 

to avoid shady and any deal that is not clean. 

 

 

 What is the Status of Jupiter  in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 

 Jupiter the planet of activity & growth in 6th 

affects the overall activity profile of the person. 

One has to avoid black magic or tantric in any 

case. Liver needs care. One has to avoid 

indulgence of any kind. 

 

 But over all Jupiter is strong so blessings from 

past life and yes parents are there for land and 

property matters. 

 



 The 2nd and 11th lord in d1 is Jupiter and Jupiter 

is also lord for the property etc in the d4 they 

are the same. So relatively OK as Jupiter is OK 

in the d4 chart in the 12th bhava 

 

 As 4th lord is in the 9th bhava though weak in 

Capricorn- still it promises above average and 

good enough properties. 

 

Status of Venus in the d4 chart 

 Venus representative of luxuries and vehicles is 

well placed in the 6th bhava though. So over all 

good for vehicles and luxuries. But avoid excess 

loans or emi’s and drive with care. But nothing 

to worry here. 

 The 5th bhava lord is also here so blesses the 

Venus. The next gen may spend more on cares 

etc  

 Ketu is in the 4th bhava so just a word of caution 

of guarding properties against natural calamities 

also upaayas is donating to temples. 

 Moon is in sanak division, so this gives craze for 

having happiness. 

  It makes the person totally focussed on the 

said goal. One is very focussed on what one has 

to do as this division also rules eccentricity. 

 So over all minds would remain focussed on 

getting good properties that is good sign for 

you. 

 The d4 lord Venus is in the sananda divisions – 

so “The person is generally happy and 

prosperous.” 



 Weak moon aspects the lagna in the d4 chart so 

own well thought and with life partner well 

thought decisions have to be taken for success. 

 Saturn and rahu in the 10th suggest that only 

well though and planned actions for party and 

assets matters would get results- but that also 

fair enough results. 

 

Your Specific Query Analyzed Here ( BONUS- 

basic comment on ONE core Query of yours to 

do with legacy)? 

 

 What about the ownership of my 

properties. In coming few years?” 

 Vedic astrology is a very effective and  powerful 

system of predictions. It tells the possibilities 

and potential of your horoscope relative to your 

current social status. 

 But sure if there are  exceptional planetary 

combinations are involved it could mean 

exceptional changed. 

 So over all telling exactly the properties or 

assets one may have on objective sense is sort 

of not aligned with Vedic astrology. 

 But over all subjectively it can give you a 

powerful over view and advice on inheritance, 

property and lands/vehicles etc. 

 Over all for you due to Venus, home and yes 

conveyances would be good enough, lands deals 

could be OK but one has to take care of issues 

due to rahu being close to Saturn and yes mars 

being weak. 

 Inheritance should also be fair enough for you. 



. 

 

 PART-2 ADVANCED PART of  
Your Property/Assets & 

Legacy/Inheritance  Report: 
 

What is a d4 divisional chart or Chaturthamsa 

Varga chart of the Parashari system of Vedic 

Astrology? 

 

 Your destiny is seen from the turyamsa 

divisional chart – but your happiness of all types  

and kinds is seen from the d4(chaturthamsa) 

chart, as 4th bhava is Vedic astrology is the 

house of heart.  

 So your inner motivation and public image  are 

due to this s 4th bhava deals with your 

heart(inner motivation) plus public image. 

 A sign or rashi is divided into 4 (four parts) of 7 

degree 30 minutes each. These parts occupy the 

angular positions from the start of the sign, as 

per reference from the position in d1. 

 Due to this as Kendra’s in any horoscope or 

kundali are places of Vishnu the sustainers of all 

energy- it is also called the Vishnu chart. 

 Any planet in the first part 0 to 7 degree 30 

minutes 

 If the planet is between 7 deg 30” to 15 

degrees, it moves 4 signs away as it is in the d1 

chart. 



 Also if a planet is in the 3rd part that is 15 to 22 

deg 30 min , it moves to 7th sign where it is 

actually in the d1 chart. 

 If the planet is in the 4th part of the sign- that is 

22 deg and 30 ‘ to 30.000 degrees , it  is moved 

to the 10th house as occupied in the d1 chart or 

lagan chart. 

What are the deities of Chaturthamsa? 

The 4 lords of the 4 division of the d4 or 

chaturthamsa chart are: 

 Sanaka 

 Sananda 

 Sanat kumar 

 Sanatana 

The 4 lords are sons of brahma. 

 

How happiness is acquired is given by the lord of the 

chaturthamsa in whose regtion the planet is 

positioned. 

 Sanaka  = sanki means crazy, so is a craze for 

having happiness. 

 It suggest  the person totally focussed on the 

said goal. One is very focussed on what one has 

to do as this division also rules eccentricity. 

 Sananda = 

 This is a division is of pleasure- he or she 

accepts happiness with pleasure. The person is 

generally very happy and prosperous. 

 Sanat kumar= 

 Sanat is a young division. One how is always 

young ,so there is a revival of happiness and 

gains time and again. 

 Sanatana= 



  The happiness is permanent or eternal nature. 

It will not go down with time. Generally atma 

karaka planets are like this. 

 

This divisional chart is checked for wealth of all 

kinds. Also fate or destiny or happiness due to this 

wealth. 

Wealth of types 

 Property 

 Gems 

 Gold 

 Change of residence 

 Travel abroad 

 Transfers in job or otherwise 

 4th bhava so mother 

 Mind  

 Vehicles 

 Village or  

 Place of living 

 

 

What is the Role of your d4/varga chart or 

divisional chart  analysis in your Porperty and 

legacy/inheritance Matters? 

 

 The beautiful  GOD’s language of Vedic 

Astrology distributes information beautifully 

across the lagna and the divisional charts. 

 So is true with legacy/inheritance and property 

matters. So your  d4  or chaturthamsa chart 

X d12 or lagan chart serve to cross 

corroborate the findings that we get in the 



d1 chart and also add much more additional 

value to the d1 chart. 

 Like House One (1) in d4 chart= tells how you 

would use  wealth for enjoyments  in 

life/sufferings/wealth accumulation for 

happiness 

 House Two(2 )= it is your  capacity to 

accumulate happiness through acquired 

property. What are the habits that would come 

due to the wealth. 

 House Third(3) = the overall  risks that you 

would take to earn the wealth.  

 Courage  the attribute of 3rd house,to continue 

the happiness  of the assets as the third bhava 

stands for courage . 

 House Fourth(4) = Gives you  your fixed 

assets and what would be your fluid assets. Also 

as fourth house is mind the sense of 

contentment and happiness due to wealth. 

 House fifth(5)= House five in the d4 

horoscope  deals with your poorva punya in 

regard to your happiness and destiny, also being 

a benefic house it suggest long lasting assets. 

 House sixth(6) = It is for the Losses due to 

enmity or litigation for wealth and possible 

division of wealth. 

 House seventh(7) : How much the public 

would view your  wealth. That is your image that 

wealth creates for you. 

 House eighth (8): What are the losses that 

could be intense and permanent- mercury in 8th 

bhav gives good inheritance. 



 House ninth(9)- as wealth and religion here, 

so how much you would spend on religion or 

dharma and how. 

 House tenth(10) : As tenth bhava or house  is 

the house of karma and d4 is for wealth so this 

suggests actions connected to wealth or possible 

losses to wealth  by own actions if the d4/10th 

lord is weak. 

 House eleventh(11): This is  house is of 

friends and gains from them and otherwise, so 

gains of wealth by good will and friends or 

peoples benevolence. 

 House twelfth(12): As the twelfth bhava or 

house  is for expenditure, this indicates the 

wasteful expenditure on health and also wealth 

outflows.  

 End of happiness as well due to 12th bhava. 

Money spent for lust. If the 12th lord is in 4th 

bhava as 12th bhava is foreign and 4th bhava is 

own- one lives in someone else’s house. 

 This report on d4 chart is as an adjunct and 

cross confirmation of the above report could be 

gotten from us, which explains in detail each 

and every house as discussed above for the d4 

divisional chart. 

 Plus confirms and adds value to the same by 

cross checking with the d1 chart. A must for 

anyone who wants a comprehensive property 

analysis. 

 

 



What is the Actual Status of your d4/varga 

chart or divisional chart  analysis in your 

Property and legacy/inheritance Matters? 

 

 

A new d1 and d4 chart is given here just for the 

example. 

 

 

Strength of various signifcator in d4 or 

chaturthamsa divisional or varga chart-First 

house/Fourth house/Eight /Ninth and Eleventh 

House and lords 

 

 

Planets C R Rashi Longitude Nakshatra

 Pada Relation 

Asc   Aquarius 08-56-22 Satabhisa 1  

Sun  D Cancer 16-10-01 Pashyami 4

 Friendly 

Moon  D Scorpion 02-34-21 Vishakha

 4 Debilitated 

Mars  D Gemini 02-27-21 Mrigasira

 3 Enemy 

Merc C R Cancer 12-58-22 Pashyami

 3 Enemy 

Jupt C D Cancer 24-04-56 Ashlesha 3

 Exalted 

Venu C D Cancer 09-52-37 Pashyami

 2 Enemy 

Satn  D Leo 18-59-05 Purvaphalgini

 2 Enemy 



Rahu  R Leo 16-20-21 Purvaphalgini

 1  

Ketu  R Aquarius 16-20-21 Satabhisa

 3  

Uran  D Libra 23-23-58 Vishakha

 2  

Nept  R Scorpion 24-20-09 Jyeshtha 3  

Plut  D Virgo 23-13-52 Hasta 4  

 The first house is ruled by Saturn and is karaka 

for property as well. Property dealing has  a 

direct bearing with strength of Saturn. It is in 

the 18:59 degrees so in the 3rd division of sanat 

Kumar. So it could keep you engaged in looking 

for fresh and new p[properties in general. 

 Lord of Second house is Jupiter is in the Cancer

 24-04-56, in the 4th division of eternal 

happiness- so over all you will have well and 

stable gains and eventually in the life you would 

focus more energy for good of all. 

 Lord of 4th house is Venus= Cancer 09-52-37, is 

sananda or the division of happiness so would 

give good happiness. As we shared earlier for 

Venus that home and yes vehicles in general 

would be good and source of happiness and 

some pride as well. 

 The lord of eighth house is mercury= Cancer

 12-58-22, this gain is sananda so by use of 

your discrimination your inheritance matters 

would generally be good. Barring some of the 

possible problems as mentioned above  

 The lord of 9th bhava or lord is Venus again- so 

sanada division so your inheritance form father 

could be generally good and source of 



happiness. With certain issues as discussed 

above. 

 

Strength of various signifcator in d4-planets- or 

chaturthamsa divisional or varga chart? 

 Jupiter is lord of 8th bhava of inheritance and is 

in the 12th bhava of expenditure and outages 

 Mars is just OK in the 2nd bhava and lord of 12th 

bhava and 7th bhava. 

 Venus is strong in 6th bhava with 5th bhava lord 

mercury 

 Saturn is strong with rahu. So again this could 

help you and compensates for the Saturn in  d1 

for landed properties. 

 

Various House analysis of the D4 or 

chaturthamsa divisional or varga chart? 

 

 Like House One (1) in d4 chart= tells how you 

would use  wealth for enjoyments 

/sufferings/wealth accumulation for happiness. 

 

 As Saturn is strong in Kendra as discussed 

above with rahu. So fair dealings if done could 

help well enough in acquisition of lands and 

happiness. 

 

 Also Venus is the lord in sananda division- so 

over all the gains in property would be peaceful. 

 

 Mercury in the purva punya division helps you 

and keeps you happy as it is also in sananda 

divisions. 



 House Two(2 )= The capacity to accumulate 

happiness through acquired property. What are 

the habits that would come due to the wealth. 

 Mercury here the lord of 2nd bhava and 5th as 

well. So you may invest in stocks and also fun 

related activities as 5th house involved. 

 As mercury  is strong in 6th so good capacity to 

accumulate is there and so would give good 

happiness for from acquired properties . 

  Mercury  is good benefic for you. Though 

properties in Saturn period may give certain 

issues. Note Venus the lord of luxury and 

property is also blessing your mercury and with 

strength. Your life partner could also contribute 

to the same. 

 House Third(3) = the risks that you would 

take to earn the wealth. Courage to continue the 

happiness  of the assets as the third bhava 

stands for courage . 

 Mars is in sanaka division could give you sudden 

access of courage to for properties- this has to 

be tempered by Yoga and yes meditation for 

best results,. 

 As  in d1 mars is bit  weak in 5th bhava- so you 

may have shown some initiative and also some 

new ways of earning- but calculated risk taking 

has  to be increased slowly. Also moon the lord 

of 3rd bhava is debilitated in the 7th bhava. So 

one has to be firm in decisions and risk taking 

and avoid any wavering, but a disciplined and 

well planned approach. 

 House Fourth(4) = What are your fixed assets 

and what would be your fluid assets. Also as 



fourth house is mind the sense of contentment 

and happiness due to wealth. 

 Sun in the 9th bhava though not strong but still 

suggest proper initiative would help you in fluid 

and fixed asset and infact good enough gains for 

you. 

 Your sun is also in sanat Kumar division- so 

there is a revival of happiness and gains time 

and again. 

 As in d1  Venus sits strong in 6thth- in cancer 

sign so good for fixed assets and also good for  

fluid assets like money and stocks. There could 

be gain in sense of contentment. But sure 

investments with care due to presence in the 

6th- but over all due to Jupiter and Venus and 

moon being OK with each fair enough. 

 House fifth(5)= House five deals with your 

poorva punya in regard to your happiness and 

destiny, also being a benefic house it suggest 

long lasting assets. 

 Mercury is fair in 6th bhava  with strong Venus  

fair poorva punya and stable assets would be 

there. 

 Also mercury is in the sananda divisions 

connected to lagan lord so would keep you in 

sananda generally. 

 House sixth(6) = Losses due to enmity or 

litigation for wealth and possible division of 

wealth. 

 Venus is strong enough here. Yes mercury lord 

of 5/2 are here  chance of losses is very less. 

 Also note Venus is in the sananda divisions 



 House seventh(7) : How the public would view 

the wealth. That is your image that wealth 

carets. 

 Mars a malefic in the 2nd bhava of speech, also 

moon that is weak there- so public perception 

has to be handles and people talking bitter has 

to be handles. 

 Also mars are in the sanak division- so public 

perceptions have to be properly massaged in 

wealth matters. 

 House eighth(8): What are the losses that 

could be intense and permanent- mercury in 8th 

bhava gives good inheritance. 

 As Jupiter is in 12th bhava.  Jupiter blesses you 

generally. 

 As Randhr’s Lord or 8th lord  is in Vyaya Bhava( 

8- wrong things and 12= expenditure), you have 

to control any expenditure on not so good 

matters considered by the society. 

 Jupiter here means as it is in the Santana 

division-  The happiness is permanent or 

eternal. It will not go down .Generally atama 

karaka planets are like this. 

 House ninth(9)- as wealth and religion connect 

so how much you would spend on religion or 

dharma and how. 

 As Saturn is there so may be earlier you may 

not spend on dharma but later on you would 

spend or even build things for dharma or 

dharmarth.venus is in sananda division. 

 This is a division of pleasure- he or she accepts 

happiness with pleasure. The person is generally 

happy and prosperous. 



 House tenth(10) : As tenth bhava is the house 

of karma and d4 is for wealth so this suggests 

actions connected to wealth or possible losses to 

wealth  by own actions if the d4/10th lord is 

weak. 

 Saturn is strong though with rahu so your own 

actions would be helpful or wealth in general. 

They would not generally culminate into losses. 

 But even if  in the worst case ,there are 

problems due to sanat Kumar division : so there 

is a revival of happiness and gains time and 

again.” 

 But more gains by planned effort for property. 

Especially that are fresh and in new 

development areas. 

 House eleventh(11): This house is of friends 

and gains, so gains of wealth by good will and 

friends or peoples benevolence. 

 There could be fair expenditure on friends or 

fun. 

 But overall the happiness is permanent or 

eternal. It will not go down. 

  House twelfth(12): As the twelfth bhava is for 

expenditure, this indicates the wasteful 

expenditure on health and also wealth outflows. 

End of happiness. Money spent for lust. If the 

12th lord is in 4th bhava as 12th bhava is foreign 

and 4th bhava is own- one lives in someone 

else’s house. 

 One has to avoid debt and also activities that 

are not said to be great as per norms of society. 

Eyesight and family could be affected by this 



combination. One has to avoid gossip and 

travelling. 

 As mars  is sanaka division –so avoid spending 

in haste or for no reason in case of property and 

assets 

 BONUS ketu period till 2023 and then venus 

period 

 Just try to protect your properties or do 

insurance against natural calamities somehow. 

 Donate to temples or mediate for better results 

 After 2023 you would acquire good enough 

property and vehicles for sure. 

 

Conclusion: 
 All the above deductions from the d1 (Lagna) 

and d4 (chaturthamsa) chart d4 varga chart 

have found toi be over 90% accurate. 

 Already discussed above below the query 

 So d4 chart helps to narrow down what exactly 

and from where exactly the wealth comes. 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 
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